T4 - TSUNAMI Forecheck 2-1-2 Wide Pressure
Key Points:
This is basically man to man aggressive coverage. Players must create good checking angles, force inside
to outside, stick on the puck and body on body. On a rim or any pass to the weak side wing the middle D
pressures hard and the strong side D must support the pinching D and F3 fill. The pressuring D stays low
and joins the attack. If the puck is moved across to the original side then F3 who covered the middle
point now pressures the weak side boards. “THERE IS NO ESCAPE FROM THE TSUNAMI.”

Description:
Original Pressure on Strong Side
1. F1 on the puck.
2. F2 on the other D.
3. F3 cover F on wall.
4. D1 cover the weak side forward.
5. D2 lock on player in the middle.

When puck goes to weak side.
1-F1 back thru middle.
2-F2 pressure D pursue puck denying regroup touch back to D.
3-F3 fill original strong side point.
4-D1 pinch on wide wing.
5-D2 slide across and fill behind D1.
*D1 stayl ow in the offensive end and join the F1 and F2 cycling and attacking.

The puck goes back to the original side.
12345-

Original F3 who is covering the mid-point pressure the weak side winger.
Original D2 slide across to support pinching F3.
#3 on the forecheck cover the middle point.
#2 pressure the puck denying pass back to their D.
#1 come hard back thru the middle and become the new #3.

Back Pressure
-The high forward back pressure the puck carrier all the way into the zone to create a defensive 2-1. This
player stay and play the low defensive 3-3.
TSUNAMI man to man responsibilities and rotation on the weak side pressure or pinch.

TSUNAMI rotation if the puck is moved back to the original side and BACK PRESSURE responsibility.

